Abstract. We study certain dense hereditary *-subalgebras of er-unital C*-algebras and their relations with the Pedersen ideals. The quasi-multipliers of the dense hereditary *-subalgebras are also studied.
Introduction
Let A be a C*-algebra and K(A) its Pedersen's ideal. When A is commutative, that is, A = C0(A), the algebra of all complex valued continuous functions which vanish at infinity on some locally compact Hausdorff space X, then K(A) = C00(X), the algebra of all complex valued continuous functions with compact support. In [15] , we define a dense hereditary *-subalgebra A( we used the notation C00(A) there) of a cr-unital C*-algebra which satisfies: Naturally, we may view A00 as a noncommutative analogue of C0Q(X). In fact the algebra Am plays an important role in [15] . In this paper we shall study the relation between A00 and K(A). We also study the quasi-multipliers of Am. In the view of [11] , where Lazer and Taylor studied the multipliers of K(A) as a noncommutative analogue of (unbounded) continuous functions on locally compact Hausdorff space X, the quasi-multipliers of A00 is another noncommutative analogue of C(X). The reason our attention is focused on the quasi-multipliers of A00 and not on the multipliers of A00 is that the set of multipliers of A00 may not contain A and is not closed under a natural topology.
We denote the quasi-multipliers of Am by QM(AQ0). In §2, we give some basic concepts and facts related to quasi-multipliers of Am . In §3, we study the order structure QM(A00). We also show that QM(AQQ) = LM(A0Q)+RM(A0Q) (a similar equation for A has been studied in [16, 3, 13, 14] ). In §4, we prove an extension theorem in the sense of Tietse. We also give a version of the Dauns-Hofmann theorem for QM(A00). In §5, we study the dual and bidual spaces of QM(A00). We find that QM(AQ0)" , the bidual of QM(A00), is isomorphic to the quasi-multipliers of the support algebra of MQ(A), the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A** generated by A . In §6, we study the problem when A00 = K(A). Finally, in §7, we consider the uniqueness of A00 for certain C*-algebras.
We shall be utilizing the following notations throughout this paper. Suppose that A is a C*-algebra. Then K(A) denotes the Pedersen's ideal (for a definition see [17 or 18, 5 .6]), and M (A), LM(A), RM (A), and QM(A) denote the multipliers, left multipliers, right multipliers, and quasi-multipliers of A, respectively (see [18, 3.12] ). For the element a in the C*-algebra A, [a] shall denote the range projection of a in the enveloping IT*-algebra A**. Any other unexplained notation may be found in [18 or 4] .
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Let A be a er-unital C*-algebra. Then A has a strictly positive element e. Let fn(t) be continuous functions satisfying W 0</"(0<l;
(ii) fn(t) = 0 if and only if 0 < t < 1/2« ; (iii) /«(') = 1 if/>l/K.
Define en = fn(e). Then {en) forms an approximate identity for A. Moreover, en+xen = enen+x = en for all n . Let x" De the characteristic function of the set (l/2n, \\e\\). Then pn = x"(e) is an open projection of A such that \e 1 = o and e < p < e ,, .
2.2. Definition. Let A and pn be as in 2.1. Denote the hereditary C*-subalgebra pnA**pn n A by An. We call \J^=X ¿" a support algebra of A and denote it by A00 (or A00(e), or A00({en})).
2.3. By [15, 1.1] , A0Q is a norm dense, hereditary *-subalgebra of A contained in K(A). Since e ¡fc AQQ, if A is not unital, then AQ0 jt A. Moreover, for every a £ (-400)+ , there is an n such that [a] < en . Thus, as in [15] , we regard Aw as a noncommutative analogue of C00(A^).
2.4. Example. Let X be a locally compact, (x-compact Hausdorff space and let A = C0(X). (cr-compact means X = \J^=X Xn , where each Xn is compact.) Then for any strictly positive element e , Am(e) = C00(X).
2.5. Example. Let H be a separable Hubert space and let A = K, the compact operators on H. Let {Hn} be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of H such that [\°f=x Hn is dense in H. Denote by Mn the set of bounded linear operators on Hn . Then (J" Mn is a support algebra for A = K.
We shall see in §7 that, up to isomorphisms, Q" Mn is the only support algebra for K.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.6. Lemma. Suppose that A is a C*-algebra. Let a, p £ A+ and p < a < 1. If p is a projection, the ap = pa = p. If en < pn < en+x for each «, then en+xen = enen+x = en. Conversely, if en+xen ~ enen+x ~ en 'tnen en+x -KJ • Thus we will always assume that every support algebra A0Q of A is defined by an approximate identity {en} which satisfies en+xen = enen+x=en.
We now fix a cr-unital C*-algebra A and a support algebra AQ0 = A00({en}).
2.9. Definitions. A linear map p: A00 -» A00 is called a left, respectively right, multiplier if p(ab) = p(a)b, respectively p(ab) = ap(b). A multiplier is a pair (px, p2) consisting of a right multiplier px and a left multiplier p2 such that px(a)b = ap2(b) for all a, b £ A00 . A quasimultiplier is a bilinear map p: Aqq x A00 -, Am such that for each fixed a £ A00 the map p(a, •) is a left multiplier and the map p(-, a) is a right multiplier. We denote by M(A00), LM(A00), RM(AQ0), and QM(Am) the sets of multipliers, left multipliers, right multipliers, and quasi-multipliers of AQ0 , respectively.
2.10. Suppose that p £ QM(A00), and a and b £ A00. Then we denote the element p(a, b) by a-p-b . If p £ LM(Am), we denote p(a) by p• a and if p £ RM(A00), we denote p(a) by a ■ p. If z = (px, p2) e M(A00), we denote px(a) by a • z and p2(a) by z-a.
2.11. For a, b £ A00 , we have the following seminorms:
(ii) z^\\z-a\\, z£LM(A00);
(iii) z^\\a-z\\, z£ RM(A00) ; (iv) z-*||a-z-6||, z£QM(A00).
We define (A00)-, L-A00-, R-A00-, and Q-A00-topologies on M(A00), LM(Am), RM(A00), and QM(A00) to be those locally convex topologies generated by the seminorms (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) (for all a, b £ AQ0), respectively.
2.12. Proposition. QM(AQQ) is a locally convex complete topological vector space under the Q-AQ0-topology.
2.13. We define the following subsets of QM(A00) : QM¡(A00) = {p £ QM(A00): for each k, there exist N(p, k) such that p(en , ek) = p(em ,ek) if «, m > N(p, k)}, QM^Aqq) = {p £ QM(A00): for each k, there exists N(p, k) such that P(ek>en) = P<<ek>em) if n, m >N(p, k)), QMd(Am) = QM^AJ xx QMr(A00), and QM (A00) is the subset of those elements in QM(AQ0) such that sup{\\a.p.b\\:a,b£A00, \\a\\ < 1, ||Z>|| < 1} < oo.
2.14. Theorem. There are bijective correspondences between (i) QM¡(A00) and LM(AQ0);
(ii) QMr(A00) and RM(A00); 2.16. Lemma. // A is not unital, then QM(AQ0)¿QMb(A00) (=QM(A)).
Proof. We may assume that en -en_x ^ 0 for all n . Define
where the convergence is in Q -A00-topology. Clearly z £ QM(A00), but z i QMb(A00).
2.17. We notice that, in general, A <f_ M(AQQ) and M(AQ0) is not complete under A00-topology. These are the reasons why we choose QM(A00) and not M(A00) as our main subject.
2.18. Proposition. A00 is L-A^-dense (respectively, R-AQ0-dense, Q-Án-dense, and A00-dense) in LM(AQ0) (respectively in RM(A00), QM(A00), and M(Am)).
2.19. We now define an operation "•" on some of the elements of QM(A00). If p £ QM(AQQ), y £ LM(A00), and z £ RM(AQ0), we denote by p ■ y the element p(-, y(-)) and z ■ p the element p(z(-), •). It is easy to see that "•" is the "natural" extension of the multiplication on M(A). An element is called selfadjoint if p = p*. We denote by QM(A00) sa the set of selfadjoint elements.
2.21. Example. Let X be a locally compact, o -compact Hausdorff space, and let B beaunital C*-algebra. Denote by A the C-algebraof all the continuous mappings from X into B vanishing at infinity. One of the support algebras (in fact, it is the only one) A00 is the set of all continuous mappings with compact supports. One can check that QM(A0(¡) is the set of all continuous mappings from X into B.
Throughout § §3-7, A will denote a cr-unital C*-algebra, and A00 one of its support algebras, e, en , and An will be the same as in 2.1.
3. Decompositions 3.1. Definition. We say that an element z £ QM(AQ0) is positive, denoted by z > 0, if a*za > 0 for all a £ AQ0 . We let QM(AQQ) denote the set of all positive elements in QM(AQQ).
Suppose that y and z e QM(A00). We say that z > y (or y < z), if z-y >0. (ii) If -a < z < a for some a £ A+, then z £ A . (iii) If z £ LM(A0Q) and there is an element a £ A+ such that z*z < a, then z £ A.
Proof, (i) Since y -z > 0, a*(-y)a < a* za < a* y a for all a £ A00 . Therefore a'za < a*ya . It follows that z 6 QMh(A00) = QM(A). < E Ed/2)'+;+ E Ed/2),+;'
Thus zk converges to a positive element h in A in norm. It is easy to see that eknek = ekzk+xek f°r everY £ • Take un = hx' (b + i/n)~xb . Then, for every
So ||w"ej| is bounded for every k . Put dnm = (l/n + b2Yx -(l/n + b2)"1 . Then, for each k,
From spectral theory we see that the sequence {(1/« + èz)~ièa/t(ai:+1) } is increasing to an element in A and by Dini's theorem it is uniformly convergent to it. Consequently KmHK+l) '/2| o, so that {unak} is norm convergent to an element in A for each k. Since HM«e/t+iH ^s bounded and akA D Ak, it follows that {uny} is norm convergent for every y £ Ak . Thus we have an element x £ LM(A00, AAm) defined by x(a) = lim una for every a £ A00. 3.8. The problem when QM(A) = LM(A) + RM (A) had been studied in [16, 3, 13, 14] . In general, QM(A) ¿ LM(A) + RM(A).
The Tietze theorem and Dauns-Hofmann theorem
This section is inspired by [11] . Our results are similar to the corresponding ones in [11] .
4.1. Let B be a a-unital C*-algebra and let 0 be a *-homomorphism from A onto B . Then t300 = 4>(A0Q) is a support algebra of B and <j> can be extended to a linear map tf> from LM(A00) into LM(B00) as follows:
for z 6 LM(A00) and a £ AQ0 . We can further extend <j> from QM(A0Q) into
for z e QM(Am) and a, b £ A00 . It can be verified that if z £ QM(A00),
x £ LM(A00), y £ RM(A00), and a £ A00 , then
¿(z)* =4>(z*) and 4>(z)>0 if z £ QM(A00)+.
Proposition. The extension <p is continuous when QM(A00) is considered
with Q-A00-topology and QM(B00) with Q-B00-topology. 4 .3. Next we shall show that the extension <p is surjective. In view of 2.20, the following theorem can be regarded as a noncommutative extension of Tietze's theorem. The same results for bounded multipliers M (A) and bounded quasimultipliers QM(A) can be found in [9, 3] . A similar result for (unbounded) multipliers of K(A) can be found in [11] .
4.4. Theorem. Let </> be a homomorphism from A onto B and B00 = tp(A00). Then Then tp is onto.
(ii) Let x £ LM(A0Q) and xk = xê~k , k = 1,2, ... . Suppose that ak £ A00 such that <p(ak) = xk . Define a, = a, and xk+x = ak+x -ak+x ■ ek + xk , k = 1,2... . Then <p(xk+x) = xk+x, k = 1,2, ... . As in (i), {xk+x} is an L-A00-Caachy sequence, hence a Q-^400-Cauchy sequence. Let x = limA^.. Then tp(x) = x . To show that x £ LM(AQ0), take a £ An. Then xk+xa -xka = xk+xen+xa -xken+xa = (xk+x-xkK+xa = 0 if k > n + 1. So xka = xk+2a for every k > n+ 1. Thus x • a £ ^00. We conclude that x is in LM(A00).
We omit the proofs for (iii) and (iv).
4.5. Let z £ QM(A00) and a £ Am . Then z • a , a • z £ QM(A00). In fact, a • z £ LM(A00), while z • a £ RM(A00). The center of QM(A00) is the set Z = {z £ QM(AQ0) : a-z = z -a for all a£ AQ0} .
Proposition. Z c M(AQ0). Moreover, Z is the center of M(A00).
Proof. Suppose that z £ Z . Then for every A:, if n, m > k ,
e ze, = e e, ze, = e, ze, = e ze, .
Thus z € QM,(A00) = LM(Aqq) . Similarly, z e RM(A00), so z £ M(A00). Proof. Let / be in P(A), let n^ be the corresponding irreducible representation of A , and let H be the associated Hilbert space. Suppose that zn = z\A . Then zn is in the center of M(An). We may assume that An <£ kern,. Then 
<f(lek)X/2Mx/2 + f0(l-ek)X/2Mx/2 + e/4 < e/2 + e/8 + e/4 < e. Proof, (i) We may assume that z = z*. Let n e A, H be the associated Hilbert space, and £ be a unit vector in H.
Since (n(enzen)c¡, £) converges, we may assume that there is a positive number M, such that \(n{enzen)i,t)\<Mf for all«.
Hence \(n(enzen)+i,i)\<Mi for all « .
So
IK^zO+^H < ^ for all«.
by the uniform boundedness theorem, {\\(enzem)xj ||} is bounded. Hence {II(emzen)+1|} is bounded. Similarly, {||(eBzeB)_||} is bounded, thus {||(^"zen)||} is bounded. This implies that ñ(z) £ QM(n(A)).
( 
Conversely, if n(A) is unital for each n £ A, then ñ(QM(A00)) = QM(n(A)).
The conclusion is obvious.
Duals and biduals
In this section, we shall study QM(AQ0)', the dual of QM(A0Q) (the latter being considered with the Q-A00-topology), and QM(A00)" , the bidual of QM(AJ. 5.9. Theorem. QM(A00)" is isomorpic to QM(\J™=xA*n*) as topological vector spaces, the former is considered with "strong" topology and the latter is considered with ß-Unti A7 -topology.
Proof. Let Ln be the same as in 5.2. There is a natural isometry from Ln onto A*n . We may identify Ln with A*n . 
QM(Aj' = QM(A00).
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PSEUDO-COMMUTATIVE C*-ALGEBRAS
In §3, we showed that QM(A00) = LM(A0Q) + RM(A0Q). We now consider the problem when QM(A00) = M(A00). It turns out that the problem is equivalent to the problem when K(A) = AQQ . (iv) By [11, 10.4] , n(A) is a PCS-algebra, so, as in (iii), QM(n(A)) = QM(n(Am)). By Lemma 2.16, it happens only when n(A) has a unit.
The following lemma is taken from [11, 10.7] but in a slightly different setting.
The terminology follows from [11] . Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of [ 11, 10.7] . We only need to change A and \\xn\\ into S and \\xn\s\\, respectively. 6.5. Theorem. Suppose that A is a o-unital C*-algebra. Then A is pseudocommutative if and only if one of its support algebras A00 = K(A). Proof. Let AQ0 = -40o({e«}) ■ ^or every n > denote Fn = {n£Â:\\n(en)\\>l/n + l}.
We claim that there is a bn £ AQQ such that n(bn) = 1 for each n £ Fn.
If not, by taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that there are nk £ Fn such that nk(ek-ek_x)¿0. Since aka = akaak+x for every a £ A, AQ0({ak}) is an ideal. So A00({an}) = K(A).
Now suppose that A00 = Am({en}) is any support algebra of A . For every « , there is k(n) such that HW"-«JI<i/2.
Hence \\n(ek{n))-l\\<l/2 foraU7T6F".
Thus it(Akw) = n(A) for all n £ Fn. Since n(an_x) = 0 for n £ A\ Fn, we conclude that ek,n) > an_x for every « . Hence
AOQDA00({an}) = K(A).
This completes the proof. Notice that Tn c On c Fn ; we have
Hence xn is in the center of A . Moreover, {xn} forms an approximate identity for A satisfying *«+i*« = *«*«+i =x«fora11" • The converse follows from (ii) of 6.1.
6.9. Proposition. Every homomorphic image of a pseudo-commutative C*-algebra A is pseudo-commutative.
Proof. Let tp be a homomorphism of A, B = cp(A), and 1?00 = <p(A00).
Clearly, by (ii) of 6.1, for every «, tp(en)tp(a) = <P(en)tp(a)tp(eN{n)) for every a £ A. Thus B is also a pseudo-commutative C*-algebra.
6.10. Theorem. Suppose that A isa o-unital C*-algebra with continuous trace. Then A is pseudo-commutative if and only if A is a locally trivial continuous field of matrix algebras.
Proof. Assume that A is a pseudo-commutative C* -algebra. Since A has continuous trace, A is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Fix n £ A . Let F be a compact (hence closed) neighborhood of n. Let I = {a: a £ A, n(a) = 0 for n £ F), and tp be the canonical homomorphism from A onto A/I. So <p(A)A is compact. By the argument used in (iii) of 6.2 and 6.9, tp(A) has an identity. Thus, <p(An) = <p(A) for some «. Let a £ An such that n(an) = 1. Then n(an) = 1 for all n £ F. Since An c K(A), Tr(n(an)) is continuous.
So Tr(n(a)) is a constant in some neighborhood of . This implies that A is locally homogeneous of finite rank. By [7, Theorem 3.2] , A is a locally trivial continuous field of matrix algebras. Now we assume that A is a locally trivial continuous field of matrix algebras and {en} is as usual. Denote Fn = {n£Â:n(en)>l/2n}.
Then Fn is compact. For each point n £ Fn, there is a neighborhood Un such that A is trivial on Un , where UK is the closure of Un and we assume Un is compact. Thus there is an an £ A00({en}) such that p(an) = 1 for all p £ Un. Since Fn is compact, we may assume that there are nx,n2, ... ,nk, such that U/=1 Un D Fn . There is m , such that \\em\-an\\<ll2 for i = I, 2,..., k.
So ||x(em)-l||<l/2 for all «eF,,.
Thus n(Am) = n(A) for each n £ Fn. Hence n(em+x) = 1 for each Fn. Now we can use the argument in 6.8 to construct a central approximate identity {an} satisfying an+xan = a"an+x = en. It follows then from 6.8 that A is pseudo-commutative.
6.11. Examples. Clearly every a-unital commutative C*-algebra is pseudocommutative. Let X be a locally compact and a-compact Hausdorff space, and let B be a unital C*-algebra. Let A be C0(X, B), the set of continuous mappings from X into B vanishing at infinity. It is easy to check that A has a central approximate identity {en} such that en+xen = enen+x = en . So A is pseudocommutative.
7. Singly supported C*-algebras 7.1. We see from 6.7 that a pseudo-commutative C*-algebra has a unique support algebra. It is evident that this may not be true for other C* -algebras. But must every two support algebras of a given C* -algebra be *-isomorphic?
7.2. Definition. We say that a cr-unital C*-algebra is singly supported if every two support algebras are *-isomorphic.
7.3. Corollary. Every pseudo-commutative C*-algebra is singly supported. 7.7. Recall that a C*-algebra A is called scattered if every state of A is atomic, equivalently, if A has a composition series with elementary quotients (cf. [9, and 10]). 1, a, < r < 1.
It is easy to verify that m is a unitary in M (A). Moreover, ubnu < eN and uenu < bN, where N > n and l/N < (1.2)qw .
We conclude that u AQOu = AQ0.
So A is a singly supported C*-algebra.
7.14. We denote KQ = {a £ A+: there is a b 6 (A+)x such that [a] < b) .
The following result may help to find a separable C*-algebra which is not singly supported.
u = <
